Abstract

**Background:** The participation of all stakeholders is necessary when a community-based intervention is designed. For running a practical intervention, it is necessary to have a framework to design the programme while considering all stages of planning, implementation and evaluation.

**Aims:** To describe a study protocol based on the MAPP process (Mobilizing for Action through Planning and Partnerships) for promoting physical activity (PA).

**Methods:** This protocol is implemented in 6 distinct phases. The goal of the first and second phase is to organize the programme and increase participation, and to determine the vision of the programme, respectively. The third phase provides a comprehensive picture of a community. The fourth and fifth phases identify strategies for the programme. The sixth phase is about the action cycle.
**Conclusion**: The framework considers all factors on PA improvement and, consequently, results in a culture-based programme for women.
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**Introduction**

Despite the numerous health benefits of regular physical activity (PA), physical inactivity is a major health issue in developed and developing countries such as the Islamic Republic of Iran (1). There is strong evidence that physical inactivity increases the risk of chronic conditions such as stroke, cancer, coronary heart disease, type 2 diabetes, obesity and mental health problems (1–3).

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) report (4), globally, around 28% of men and 34% of women aged ≥ 15 years were insufficiently active in 2008. The prevalence of insufficient PA was highest in the WHO Region of the Americas and the Eastern Mediterranean Region, which includes the Islamic Republic of Iran. In all WHO Regions, men were more active than women, with the biggest difference in prevalence between the sexes in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (4). Other studies reported 31.6% of adult men and 48.6% of adult women belonged to the low PA category (5). According to the Second Report of Urban Health
Equity Assessment and Response Tool (Urban HEART) project in 2011 in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, only 20.5% of women and 24.3% of men exercised for at least the minimum time recommended in the PA guidelines (6). These guidelines recommend a minimum of 150 minutes of moderate intensity exercise or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity exercise per week (3).

Although the health benefits of PA are now well established, there is not enough knowledge about the effectiveness of interventions designed for promoting PA at the community level (7). The majority of PA interventions have been delivered at the individual level with the goal of changing personal behaviour (8).

Since individual lifestyles are formed in different social, physical and cultural contexts, when designing a community-based multilevel intervention, it is necessary to include the participation of all stakeholders (9). Community-based interventions may be more effective and successful than traditional and clinic-based programmes (10–12). Community-based interventions consider multilevel approaches on the basis of ecological perspectives and include interventions at different levels such as group, organization, community and policy. These make community-based interventions suitable and practical for health promotion programmes (7, 13). Involvement of community members in planning, implementation and evaluation of community-based interventions means that they can be more effective and sustainable than individual interventions (14, 15).

Action research is a community-based approach in which researchers follow the action and results of the study simultaneously (16–18). In this type of study, the researchers cooperate as observers and as agents of change. The researchers gather and analyse the data, report the results to specialists, apply changes to the study, and evaluate the effects of any changes (16–19).

WHO is the first organization to initiate community-based activity for promotion of PA. One of the voluntary global targets is 10% relative reduction in prevalence of insufficient PA. WHO-proposed policy options include: (1) adoption and implementation of national guidelines; (2) establishment of a multisectorial committee to provide strategic leadership and coordination; (3) development of appropriate partnerships and engagement of all stakeholders, across governments, nongovernmental organizations, and civil society; (4) development of policy measures in cooperation with relevant sectors to promote PA through activities of daily living, including active transport, recreation, leisure and sport; (5) improved provision of quality physical education; (6) actions to support and encourage PA for all initiatives for all ages; (7) promotion of community involvement in implementation of local actions aimed at increasing PA;
and (8) conduct of evidence-informed public campaigns through mass media, social media and at the community level to motivate adults about the benefits of PA (20).

Multiple-stage action research takes a long time. It includes problem assessment, action planning, observation, giving and receiving feedback, and problem reassessment that all are carried out with discussion among participants (21). To design the programme, it is necessary to achieve a framework that considers all stages of multiple-stage action research.

The framework utilized for this study is the MAPP process (Mobilizing for Action through Planning and Partnerships). MAPP is a comprehensive, multicomponent, strategic planning model developed as a tool by the National Association of County and City Health Officials (NACCHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 2001. The MAPP process plans a health promotion programme by designing a framework. The framework aggregates organizations, groups of people, stakeholders and key informants that are assigned with available resources in the community. Continuous involvement of the community leads to ownership of the process, and ownership by the community increases the sustainability and validity of health promotion efforts. The MAPP process prioritizes public health issues in the community, identifies available resources, and designs appropriate strategies in community context (22, 23). These are the goals in action research.

This paper describes a study protocol based on the MAPP process for promoting PA among women aged 18–65 years. The study protocol is a part of a PhD thesis (24). The overarching goal of this project is to develop a programme with community-based interventions for promoting PA among Iranian women.

**Methods**

This is a multiphase, mixed-method action research method based on the MAPP process, which includes the 6 phases shown in Figure 1.

The first phase, “Organizing success and partnership development” is part of the planning phase. This phase identifies who should be involved in the process and how the partnership will be approached in order to organize the process.

The second phase, “Visioning”, is a collaborative and creative approach that leads to a shared
community vision and common values.

The third phase, “Four assessments” brings in a comprehensive picture of a community by using both qualitative and quantitative methods. Most planning processes look only at quantitative statistics and anecdotal data. The four assessments consist of the following. (1) Community health status assessment to provide quantitative data on a broad array of health indicators, such as behavioural risk factors, and other measures that reflect a broad definition of health. (2) Forces of change assessment provides an analysis of positive and negative external forces that affect promotion and protection of public health. (3) Community themes and strengths assessment provides qualitative information on how communities perceive their health and quality of life concerns, as well as their knowledge of community resources and assets. (4) Local public health system assessment is a comprehensive assessment of all organizations and entities that contribute to public health.

The Fourth phase, “Identify strategic issues”, uses information collected in the Four assessments phase to determine which strategic issues should be addressed by a community in order to reach its vision. It is necessary that this phase answers the following questions. What are the factors identified in the assessments that must be addressed in order to achieve the vision? What are the consequences of not addressing them?

The fifth phase, “Formulate goals and strategies”, assigns goals to each of the strategic issues identified in the previous phase. Many communities create a community health improvement plan at the end of this phase. This phase answers the following questions. What do we want to achieve by addressing this strategic issue? How do we want to achieve it? What action is needed?

The sixth phase, “Action cycle”, includes planning, implementation and evaluation of a community-based strategic plan. Participants contribute to the action by determining what will be done, who will do it, and how it will be done, in the implementation by carrying out the activities identified at the planning stage, and in the evaluation by determining what will be accomplished.

First phase: Organizing success and partnership development

A wide range of collaborators is selected to support the programme and each person can bring resources and capital, and the method of supplying them is identified. To achieve the objectives of this phase, the following people should be involved in the process: core research committee;
steering committee composed of policy-makers and officials from within or outwith Khaneh Salamat; and research population members. Focus group discussions (FGDs) are held between participants and experts involved in the programme. They talk about their perception of the problem of insufficient PA and the necessity to promote it, expertise, ability to overcome obstacles, and funds that can be devoted to the programme.

**Second phase: Visioning**

The vision can help to focus and set goals and paths in the MAPP process. MAPP creates partnerships to achieve that vision in the future. The core research committee and research population members organize FGDs to identify the vision of the PA promotion programme. The identified vision needs to be in agreement with the vision set by the steering committee.

**Third phase: Four assessments**

The Four assessment phase evaluates community health status, the forces of change, community themes and strengths, and local public health systems. The assessments are a scan of the internal and external environment of the PA programme to identify strengths and weaknesses that are internal to the programme and opportunities and threats external to the programme in the environment in which it operates. It is a useful tool for reducing a large amount of data into a more manageable profile for the health programme, and it provides a framework for identifying the issues that affect the strategic plan. The assessments are as follows.

**Community health status assessment**

This part has 2 sections: one to assess prevalence of PA and another to reach to stakeholders’ consensus about the importance of PA improvement. In the first section, prevalence of PA in women is obtained from available statistical evidence at the national, regional, state, district and zone level; in this case, Zone 2 of District 2 in Tehran. This is located in the northwest of the city and according to self-perceptions, the residents are mediocre in socioeconomic status. To establish prevalence of sufficient PA, a cross-sectional survey is conducted among women aged 18–65 years residing in Khoramrudi neighbourhood in the Second Municipal District of Tehran. The sample size of the current study is 300, according to the studies conducted on PA for the Urban HEART project (6), with $P = 23\%, \; d = 0.05\%, \; = 0.05$ and $Z = 1.96$ and $ = 0.2$. According to the Second Report (2011) of the Urban HEART project in Tehran, every neighbourhood of 22 municipal districts of Tehran is divided into several blocks. We use available information about the blocks located in Khoramrudi neighbourhood. Khoramrudi has numerous blocks; however, we only select some blocks using a systematic sampling method in which women aged 18–65 years are interviewed. If a woman declines to take part, her neighbour will be invited to participate and complete the questionnaire. In the second section, the core research committee, steering committee and research population members discuss the importance of PA and it is necessary to reach consensus.
Forces of change assessment

The Forces of change assessment focuses on identifying forces such as legislation, technology and other impending changes that affect the context in which the community and its public health system operate. The core research committee collects data about barriers and facilitators of PA for written and/or verbal documents via individual interviews and/or FGDs with research population members and managers. It is necessary to ask all the stakeholders to share their experiences about preventive forces of change that are the facilitators inside the organization and opportunities outside the organization, and positive forces of change that are the barriers inside the organization and threats outside the organization. In addition to qualitative data, quantitative data are collected using the Exercise Benefit and Barrier Scale (EBBS). Barriers and facilitators of PA are identified thorough the cross-sectional study defined in the community health status assessment section.

Local public health system assessment and community themes and strengths assessment

All assessments focus on the organizations and entities that contribute to public health and provide a deep understanding of the PA status in Khoramrudi neighbourhood, and what assets do we have that can be used to improve it. These assessments evaluate community themes and strengths and the local public health system through FGDs among the core research committee, steering committee and research population members.

Fourth phase: Identify strategic issues

The fourth phase identifies strategic issues of the PA programme using information gathered from the Four assessments phase. Strategic issues of a community must be addressed to achieve the vision of the PA programme. This phase is planned using data collected in previous phases and shows important and changeable strategies for PA enhancement. The best and most suitable strategies are identified in this phase by a systematic review and FGDs among the core research committee, steering committee and research population members.

Fifth phase: Formulate goals and strategies

The fifth phase involves specifying goals for each of the strategic issues identified in the previous phase. Many communities create a community health improvement plan at the end of this phase. Potential barriers, required actions, available resources, and a time plan must be considered in this phase.

Sixth phase: Action cycle

The Action cycle, includes planning, implementation and evaluation of the community strategic
Each strategy is implemented and then evaluated by quantitative and qualitative methods. The qualitative method is based on a quasi-experimental study in which the assessment is carried out before interventions and 1 and 3 months after. To improve the quality of the study and design a more inclusive programme, the qualitative assessments of the study are conducted during the programme, focus groups, individual interviews, and through feedback from participants throughout and after the study. These assessments are performed at 1-month intervals throughout and after the study.

**Data collection**

**Scales and quantitative data collection**

1. The international PA questionnaire (IPAQ) was designed to measure PA level within the last 7 days. The IPAQ is an interview-administered instrument and contains 4 domains: work, transportation, domestic chores and gardening, and leisure time (25, 26). The validity and reliability of the questionnaire in the Islamic Republic of Iran was measured by Moghaddam et al. through the forward–backward translation method (27). The validity of IPAQ was confirmed by the face, content and constructs validity. For the reliability of IPAQ, Cronbach’s α coefficient was used to calculate internal consistency and the Spearman–Brown coefficient was used to assess the stability over time. In terms of internal consistency, Cronbach’s α of the questionnaire was 0.7 and the Spearman correlation coefficient of IPAQ was 0.9 in test–retest reliability (27). In the current study, the reliability of IPAQ will be assessed from internal consistency and stability.

2. The EBBS was originally designed by Sechrist et al. as a general and self-administered scale to evaluate barriers and facilitators of PA (28). It consists of 43 items; 14 barriers scales that are composed of 4 subscales of exercise milieu, time expenditure, physical exertion and family discouragement; and 29 benefits scales that are composed of 5 subscales of life enhancement, physical performance, psychological outlook, social interaction and preventative health (28). EBBS was translated in the Islamic Republic of Iran by Farahani et al., using the forward–backward translation method (29). It has also been adapted to the Persian culture and its validity has been confirmed by the face, content and constructs validity. For the reliability of EBBS, Cronbach’s α coefficient was used to calculate internal consistency and the Spearman–Brown coefficient was used to assess the stability over time. Cronbach’s α coefficient for the total scale and the subscales of benefits and barriers was 0.927, 0.94 and 0.82 and the Spearman–Brown coefficient was 0.76 (P = 0.004), 0.79 (P = 0.046) and 0.74 (P = 0.008) for the total scale, benefits and barriers subscales, respectively (29).

3. The demographic characteristics questionnaire was designed by a research team while considering the following factors: age, ethnicity, education level, occupational status, mother, father and spouse if married, marital status, family size and sufficiency of income.

**Qualitative data collection**

Data are collected through FGDs and individual in-depth interviews, if required. The FGDs are conducted in Khaneh Salamat and individual interviews are held in places that are convenient for women. The research team reviews the interview questions before conducting FGDs and interviews, and practices ways to help gain valid data. Data are recorded during FGDs and
interviews by a tape recorder. Decisions about the number of participants are taken based on data saturation.

**Data analysis**

**Quantitative data analysis**

Data are analysed using SPSS version 20 through descriptive and inferential statistical methods. Basic descriptive statistics including the mean, standard deviation and frequency are calculated. Statistical tests such as the $\chi^2$ test are used to estimate prevalence of PA. Structural equation modelling analysis is used to identify the most important constructs that determine the priorities among benefits and barriers constructs.

**Qualitative data analysis**

Qualitative data are analysed using a theme development procedure. Data management is conducted using MAXQDA version 10. Audio interview files are transcribed. Then, researchers examine the content and extract the face and latent themes. Each transcribed word or expression is considered as an individual unit of analysis. Further scrutiny of transcripts and accompanied interpretative notes may contribute to recognition of initial relationships among the concepts extracted from the expressions. Collected notes and codes also help formation of themes. As interviews progress and relationships among the themes emerge, it will be possible to recognize patterns and the main concepts. Moreover, the constant comparison method is used during the research.

The trustworthiness of qualitative studies is based on Guba’s criteria (30). Credibility is established through prolonged engagement with participants and extended immersion. Member checking and peer reviewing are done to verify the findings. Triangulation of data collection methods is done using field notes and diaries to collect data. Transferability is facilitated by purposive sampling of women who have experienced regular and irregular PA. Detailed description of the findings and reviewing the literature when interpreting the data are done to support the study findings. An audit trail is conducted to assure confirmability.

**Ethical considerations**

In the study phases, it is necessary for participants to give written informed consent. The Ethics Committee of Tehran University of Medical Sciences approved the protocol of this study (code number: 92-02-28-23311) before the collection of samples.

**Discussion**
The current action research is designed to provide a community-based programme for promoting PA among women in Khoramrudi neighbourhood, Tehran. Promoting PA helps countries to reach the CDC recommendation of a minimum of 150 minutes of moderate intensity exercise or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity exercise per week. The present study provides information and robust data to plan, implement and evaluate a PA programme through a culturally sensitive approach. The collection of quantitative and qualitative data facilitates a better understanding of research goals.

This study also provides some insights about the PA behaviour that need to be considered if effective strategies and intervention programmes are to be designed to promote PA, and subsequently, the health of families in the Islamic Republic of Iran and those of other women who may have similar beliefs and practice that need to be dealt with effectively. The findings of the study can help to identify community-based strategies for promoting PA among women in Khoramrudi neighbourhood. Follow-up is done at the end of the programme in order to assess the short-term effectiveness of the programme. Evaluation of the results determines the support that is necessary for designing programmes that are accessible, affordable and effective in promoting PA and health among women in Khoramrudi neighbourhood.

Conclusion

It is believed that the current action research can fill the gaps in the current literature and provide new insights about urban PA. The study uses innovative designs to evaluate interventions and develop collaboration between researchers and practitioners for evaluating experiments. Therefore, the results of this study contribute to the body of evidence about community-level interventions, and can be useful for researchers and practitioners for future evaluation of complex public health interventions. If the intervention proves itself as a successful method for improving PA in a population, this type of intervention could be disseminated in similar contexts.
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**Protocole d’étude fondé sur le processus MAPP visant à promouvoir l’activité physique chez les femmes, République islamique d’Iran**

**Résumé**

**Contexte**: La participation de toutes les parties prenantes est nécessaire durant l’élaboration des interventions communautaires. Pour mettre en œuvre une intervention pratique, il faut disposer d’un cadre afin de concevoir le programme et de prendre en compte toutes les étapes de la planification, de la mise en œuvre et de l’évaluation.

**Objectifs**: La présente étude visait à décrire un protocole d’étude fondé sur le processus MAPP (Mobilizing for Action through Planning and Partnerships) et ayant pour but de promouvoir l’activité physique.

**Méthodes**: Le protocole est mis en œuvre en six phases distinctes. La première phase vise à organiser le programme et à accroître la participation, tandis que la deuxième a pour objectif de déterminer la vision du programme. La troisième phase présente un portrait complet d’une communauté. Les quatrième et cinquième phases établissent des stratégies pour le programme. La sixième phase concerne le cycle d’action.

**Conclusion**: Le cadre considère tous les facteurs qui influent sur l’amélioration de l’activité physique et permet par conséquent de concevoir un programme pour les femmes qui s’appuie sur la culture locale.
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